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Carmack: A Note on Nauvoo Theater

the restored cultural hall in nauvoo also known as

the masonic hall
the cultural hall was the scene not only of theatricals and meetings
of the masonic lodge but also of court sessions and funerals the hall
is located on main street 1991 photograph
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ietter
letter trom
known letterfrom
from joseph smith reflects his openness
to professional drama in nauvoo and his reluctance to
interfere with the saints individual choices

A little

noel A carmack
drama was a favorite social event in the activities of the
early mormon village though brigham young was credited with
cultivating theatrical affairs in territorial utah the inception
of such entertainments took place much earlier with joseph
smiths endorsement
like many other mississippi river towns nauvoo attracted a
number of traveling shows circus performers and acting companies of the many social entertainments the saints enjoyed in
nauvoo drama appears to have been a favorite even for the
prophet joseph smith for instance in july 1842 a group of actors
performed in the upper room of joseph smiths red brick store
A brief entry in josephs journal on july 17 records the engagement
at dusk evening a theatre in the store chamber mr chapman
and suite actors 2 the fact that joseph attended the production is
of interest because it indicates his approval of theater this is the
earliest known reference to professional actors making an appearance at nauvoo regrettably the diary gives no further elaboration
in regard to chapman or his group of strollers
the inauguration of mormon theatricals came during the
spring of 1844 after the conversion of thomas A lyne a professional actor from philadelphia 3 lyne acting on an appeal by his
brother in law george J adams contributed his experience and
talent for the benefit of the financially encumbered prophet
following the april conference a playbill announcing a grand
moral entertainment in the masonic hall was distributed richard
Sheri
sheridano
sheridans
dans pizarro or the death ofrolla
kolla
rolla was to be performed on
of korla
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april 24 1844 according to the playbill this production was
intended to aid in the discharge of a debt against president
joseph smith contracted through the odious persecution of missouri and vexatious law suits 4
although heavy rains postponed the performance until
april 26 the unfavorable weather did not inhibit nauvoo citizens
from enjoying the first of several productions under lynes direction the newspapers reported that even the prophet appeared
highly gratified by the participants and expressed no small
amusement regarding their performance 5 the cast included
brigham young as the high priest heber C kimball as gomez
george A smith as the old blind man erastus snow as alonzo
and amasa lyman as las casas A young hiram clawson was
given a small part throwing down fire from the heavens 6
the positive reception of lyne and his debut production of
pizarro prompted other plays to be presented through the remaining weeks in april and early may these included damon and
pythias douglass therese or the orphan of geneva and idiot
witness 7 As in the production of pizarro a number of notable
figures took part A few who made their acting debut were
jeremiah hatch john fullmer and william H folsom helen mar
kimball a young girl at nauvoo who took the role of the countess
in the orphan of geneva later recalled there was some good
like that at times nearly the whole audiacting done some so life
lifelike
ence would be affected to tears joseph did not try to hide his feelings but was seen to weep a number of times 8
perhaps it was this sentiment that resulted in carrying the
productions further on saturday may 11 joseph recorded in his
journal that he had a conversation with mr lyne on the
theatre 9 this conversation probably included a cordial plaudit
from joseph but given lynes responsive activity the prophet
may have also proposed sending the dramatic group beyond the
limits of nauvoo soon after the discussion lyne and adams organized the nauvoo dramatic association a small company of
st rollers who made appearances at port stops along the
mississippi river little is known concerning these appearances
but at least one performance was reported to have taken place in
burlington iowa 10
114
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the productions were suspended however when

libels
mounted and threatened the safety of joseph smith and his
followers in the days leading up to the prophets incarceration
and subsequent murder at carthage lyne and adams had little
time to continue promoting the theatricals answering charges of
treason for the destruction of the nauvoo expositor the prophet
and other leading men agreed to surrender on june 23 not only
were lyne and adams named as witnesses for the defense n but
lyne was also numbered among those who attended the prophet
on the road to carthage the morning of june 24 when joseph
decided that it was not necessary that such a large retinue accompany him lyne and others were ordered to return to nauvoo
right or wrong I1 would not go lyne recalled his life was all
they wanted not justice knowing this would be the result 12
immediately following the murders of joseph and hyrum
lyne and adams were dispatched with the charge to call home
the apostles laboring in the east during their extended stay in
new york and boston lyne became openly critical of adams and
other local church leaders on october 26 1844 lyne was excommunicated for not sustaining church authorities 13 in consequence he remained dissociated from the saints until he
returned in 1862 to live among them and teach the stock company in salt lake city utah
while lyne was certainly the most impressive actor to make
the prophets acquaintance another can be added to the few who
made efforts to bring theatricals to nauvoo A year previous to
powell14
lynes tenure in nauvoo an itinerant actor named lyman powell14
petitioned joseph smith for permission to perform in the city
although powells written request is not extant josephs corresp
sponding
letter as dictated to william clayton is found in the
newell K whitney collection at brigham young university 15 this
1845 reveals not only josephs
little known letter dated april 1 1843
amenity toward theatrical amusements but also his reluctance to
interfere with the saints individual choices the letter also serves
to document an early attempt at professional theatricals among the
mormon community unfortunately it is uncertain whether mr
powell ever made an appearance in nauvoo since such an engagement went unrecorded in contemporary diaries and newspapers
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to lyman powell is printed below conjectural
material and notation is enclosed in brackets original spelling
punctuation and grammar are retained

the letter

nauvoo april
sirs

Is 1843
iso
ist

your letter of the 20
20th uit has been received and

duly considered in answer to which 1I have only to say
that so far as 1I am concerned 1I have not any objections
to your visiting nauvoo the citizens of this place are a
free people and suspects 1 I theatricals or anything else
not repugnant to good order and decency can act as
they think proper I1 do not wish to restrain nor interfere
interfer
erfer
int
with their liberties it will be seen by an ordinance of the
ath 184216
city council passed july 5th
184216 that full permission is
granted to any public shows theatricals or other public
moral character but immoral or
amusements of a
indecent exhibitions are strictly prohibited as well as
drunkenness
drunkeness
drunkeness by the same ordinance the cost for license
is left discresionary
discretionary with the mayor not however to
exceed fifty dollars and the recorders fee for writing
the same one dollar
1I have therefore no objection to you visiting our
city several words illegible of persecution but that is
a matter which you probably understand consequently
two linesfaded
lines faded and illegible much encouragement
iines
yours very respectfully
iyl joseph smith
lyl
respectful
wrn
by
arn clayton scribe p 111
bywm
byam

copy of a letter
to lyman powell
galena p 2

men
lii library utah state university
ill
noel A carmack is conservator at merrill
menill

NOTES

ithe
the personal name of mr chapman cannot be determined from known

records it is likely however that mr chapman was one of two surviving sons of
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Chap mans floating theatre after william
chapmansr
william chapman sr the founder of chapmans
Chap mans death ca 1839 his two sons william B and george C along with
chapmansr
chapmans
his two daughters caroline and theresa continued their acting careers on the
Show boats the history of an
showboat and in the far west see philip graham showboats
21 george D
american institution austin university of texas press 1951 9921
mans and the drakes new
chapmansr
ford these were the actors A story of the Chap
chapmans
york library publishers 1955 115 31 helen throop pratt souvenirs of an
interesting family california historical society quarterly 7 1928 282 85
406 wayne H claeren pittsburgh and the first showboat A new angle on the
Chap
chapmansr
mans western pennsylvania historical magazine 59 april 1976
chapmans
231 39 daily alta california november 9 1857 2 and san francisco
chronicle march 15 1924 11
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1949 50 5512
churchy willard richards to brigham young
hereafter cited as history of the church
july 19 1843 library archives historical department the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
Chap mans performances were reported to have taken place on july 15 17 and
chapmansr
chapmans
18 evidently joseph smith was in attendance on july 15 and 17 see history of
the church 5510
asee
mormons and the theatre salt lake city
3see
ee john S lindsay the cormons
century printing 1905 also carma de
dejong
jong anderson theater in nauvoo in
paper presented at the nauvoo sesquicentennial
a milieu of cultural arts
symposium brigham young university provo utah september 21 1989
lynes conversion is documented in noel A carmack the seven ages of
mormons
Mor
mons john whitmer historical assothomas lyne A tragedian among the cormons
ciationjournal
journal 14 1994 forthcoming
ciation
stanley B kimball discovery also starring brigham young ensign 5

october 1975 51 52
warsam
warsaw signal may

15 1844 3 and

st louis daily evening gazette

may 31 1844 2
6hiram
shiram
iram clawson theatricals in utah minute book 2 january 23 1907
57 daughters of the utah pioneers museum salt lake city and george pyper
28
2728
the romance of an old playhouse salt lake city seagull press 1928 27
history of the church 6350 361 62 nauvoo theatre nauvoo
neighbor 1 may 1 1844 2 and communications the prophet I1 june 15
1844 2
helen
comans
heien
elen mar whitney scenes and incidents in nauvoo womans
eien
exponent 11 november 15 1882 90
history of the church 6363 and journal history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints may 11 1844 microfilm copy LDS church archives
IO
nauvoo
fists of passengers and goods
ionauvoo expositor 1I june 7 1844 3 the lists
shipped on the maid of iowa for may and june did not reveal any names associated with the nauvoo dramatic association suggesting that they traveled aboard
another steamboat or were ferried across and traveled by horseback
history of the church 6576 596 609
IT
T A lyne A true and descriptive account of the assassination of
joseph and hiram smith the mormon prophet and patriarch at carthage
illinois june 27th 1844 new york C A calhoun 1844 6 see also mary
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audentia smith anderson ed the memoirs of president joseph smith
sHerald 83 february 25 1936 225
1832 1914 saintsherald
saints
Saint herald
131he
the prophet 1 november 2 1844 2
14aithough
although the author was unable to locate biographical information on
lyman powell it is possible that he was the same mr powell who had been in
cagos rialto theatre in 1842 see J H
chicagos
partnership with thomas lyne at Chi
mcvicker the theatre its early days in chicago chicago knight and leonard
1884 48 49 robert L sherman chicago stage its records and achievements
77 447
volume one 1834 1871 chicago by the author 1947 67
6777
newell K whitney collection special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
an ordinance in relation to public shows and exhibitions ne
the wasp 1
july 16 1842 4 nauvoo city council minutes july 5 1842 LDS church
archives an almost identical ordinance had been enacted by the council on
pedlars sic and
november 27 1841 see an ordinance in relation to hawkers pedlary
1841 637
public shows and exhibitions times and seasons 3 december 15 18411
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